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kayak
klutz
cloak
hectic
critic
chaotic
chronological

technique
monarch
lacquer
critique
plaques
conquistadors
squeamish

quotient
quirky
squander
relinquish
choir
turquoise

Spelling Words Review Words

debt
fascinating
asthma

chlorophyll
kumquat

Challenge Words

Name: 

Spelling Words

2 0 0 19 1

Spelling List F-6: /k/ and /kw/

Answer the questions. 

1. Which word makes the /kw/ sound without the letter q? _______________________

2. How many /k/ sounds are in the word conquistadors? _______________________

3. How many vowel sounds are in the word plaques? _______________________

4. Which word starts with a prefix meaning one? _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. ordered according to time _______________________

6. to examine critically; a critical examination _______________________

7. a bright shade of greenish blue, or a mineral that color _______________________

8. a finishing coat applied to surfaces, especially wood or metal _______________________

Write a spelling word that is a synonym for each word below. 

9. unusual  ___________________________ (6 letters)

10.  disordered  ___________________________ (7 letters)

11.  method ___________________________ (9 letters)

12.  queasy  ___________________________ (9 letters)



Name: 
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Spelling List F-6: /k/ and /kw/

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  Amani refused to _______________________ control of the TV remote to her brother.

14.  We don’t let my cousin handle delicate dishes because he’s a _______________________.

15.  Shopping malls can get pretty _______________________ during the holidays!

16.  The _______________________ on Preston’s Halloween costume almost touched the floor.

17.  Can you figure out the _______________________ without using a calculator?

18.  Caitlyn uses her _______________________ to explore shallow waters near the shore.

19.  Sawyer’s dad told him not to _______________________ all of his allowance on candy.

20.  Harper disagreed with the negative review from the movie _______________________.

Answer the questions. 

21.  Which review word has a long vowel sound? ___________________________

22.		Which	syllable	has	the	/ă/	sound	in	the	word	asthma? ___________________________

23.  What consonant sounds are in the word debt? ___________________________

24. 	Which	challenge	word	has	the	/ ĭ/	sound?	 ___________________________

25.  Which challenge word has both the /k/ and /kw/ sounds? ___________________________

kayak
relinquish

critic
cloak

hectic
quotient

squander
klutz 



Answer the questions. 

1. Which word makes the /kw/ sound without the letter q? _______________________

2. How many /k/ sounds are in the word conquistadors? _______________________

3. How many vowel sounds are in the word plaques? _______________________

4. Which word starts with a prefix meaning one? _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. ordered according to time _______________________

6. to examine critically; a critical examination _______________________

7. a bright shade of greenish blue, or a mineral that color _______________________

8. a finishing coat applied to surfaces, especially wood or metal _______________________

Write a spelling word that is a synonym for each word below. 

9. unusual  ___________________________ (6 letters)

10.  disordered  ___________________________ (7 letters)

11.  method ___________________________ (9 letters)

12.  queasy  ___________________________ (9 letters)
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Spelling Words

2 0 0 19 1

ANSWER KEY Spelling List F-6: /k/ and /kw/

choir

two

one

monarch

chronological

critique

turquoise

lacquer

quirky

chaotic

technique

squeamish

kayak
chaotic
cloak
lacquer
choir
quotient
relinquish

conquistadors
hectic
squeamish
chronological
squander
critic
technique

       critique
       turquoise
       klutz
       plaques
       quirky
       monarch

Spelling Words Review Words

debt
fascinating
asthma

chlorophyll
kumquat

Challenge Words



Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  Amani refused to _______________________ control of the TV remote to her brother.

14.  We don’t let my cousin handle delicate dishes because he’s a _______________________.

15.  Shopping malls can get pretty _______________________ during the holidays!

16.  The _______________________ on Preston’s Halloween costume almost touched the floor.

17.  Can you figure out the _______________________ without using a calculator?

18.  Caitlyn uses her _______________________ to explore shallow waters near the shore.

19.  Sawyer’s dad told him not to _______________________ all of his allowance on candy.

20.  Harper disagreed with the negative review from the movie _______________________.

Answer the questions. 

21.  Which review word has a long vowel sound? ___________________________

22.		Which	syllable	has	the	/ă/	sound	in	the	word	asthma? ___________________________

23.  What consonant sounds are in the word debt? ___________________________

24. 	Which	challenge	word	has	the	/ ĭ/	sound?	 ___________________________

25.  Which challenge word has both the /k/ and /kw/ sounds? ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY Spelling List F-6: /k/ and /kw/

fascinating

first

/d/ and /t/

chlorophyll

kumquat

relinquish

klutz

hectic

cloak

quotient

kayak

squander

critic

kayak
relinquish

critic
cloak

hectic
quotient

squander
klutz 


